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November 9th at 4:00pm in 206 Peabody Hall

In this talk, Dr. Drislane will discuss: 1) the utility of the triarchic model as an organizing framework for psychopathy research, highlighting in particular its ability to render phenotypic heterogeneity psychologically meaningful; 2) how these dimensions can be investigated from a multi-domain perspective, focusing in particular on psychometric and neurophysiological methods; and 3) transdiagnostic applications of this model, focusing on the interface between psychopathy and other externalizing problems. Dr. Drislane will present data on a novel approach to operationalizing the dispositional dimensions of the triarchic model using variables from large existing datasets, highlighting the advantages of this approach with examples from ongoing projects utilizing large-scale etiological and biologically-informed studies.

If you require special assistance relating to a disability, please contact 662.915.7383 or psych@olemiss.edu at least three days prior to the event.